Letters to Worldnet Grace Ministries
September & October 2014
(“USM” abbreviation = United States Military)

Indubitably the peak moment for our lives as we have most enjoyed our times
of exploring this most unique man Jesus.
All actually he is shown as God.
{Life of Jesus – Listening, not obeying series}

Our gifted translator highly attempts to convey what himself describes as greatest humor.
Highest gratitude I deliver to you.
Norway

Dear brother,
I have the extreme privilege of translating your messages into Finnish.
I have been a believer in Jesus for many years.

I was saved in England as a child.

Many here have never read or heard one word from the Bible. And for most they have
merely a passing awareness of Jesus. Your messages have drawn incredible interest.
We have three weekly groups here in _______.

The smallest is 15 people.

The messages on the early history of the world caught their attention.
Thank you so much for the clear Gospel presentation with every lesson.
You are striking people's souls!
Finland

How provoking it was to after all so many years to make the first discovering of Jesus.
So, yes I have known him so briefly and yet how is it possible that I could love him?
The answer with certainty is that I have the comprehension and understanding that he
was killed for my sins. This gives me the life forever.
Thankful gratitude to you
Switzerland

“Trials facilitate the Realization of God-ordained Visions coming to fruition”
{I Peter series #20}
I have memorized that sentence because it has made such an impact in my life.
I have been disappointed so many times in my life as I was hoping and praying that God
would solve problems in my life.
Your message taught me that yes indeed I was looking for interim steps which seemed
logical to me.
And I did just what you said I started trying to make those interim steps happen and I
was actually interfering with God solving my problem in a way I never anticipated.
May God bless you mightily!
The Bee Gees song was the perfect closing!
Boston, Massachusetts

Greets also felicity to you.
These so new material invigorate and enthusiastic the group on weekly basis.
Iceland

Very gratification concern Jesus.
Thank ya.
Finland

Ten Hut
Thank you sir
Paul S, USM
Long way away
Response from Connie & Johnny Tatum:

We return your salute, Brother Paul!
So glad to have you as part of the Early Risers.
Your name will be held up Sunday morning when the class prays for our
soldiers.
We love you and remember:

The Lord your God is in your midst,
A victorious warrior.
He will exult over you with joy,
He will be quiet in His love,
He will rejoice over you with shouts of joy.

Zephaniah 3:17

I lived in Iceland my entire life. I went to church every Sunday.
I never heard the Gospel.
I spent 10 years in America. I went to church every Sunday.
I never heard the Gospel.
I came back to Iceland.
I attended a very popular Bible study where your studies are being translated
into Icelandic.
I heard the Gospel for the first time.
Two days after coming home I was saved.
What a journey
Iceland

October 2014

In additions to the enthusiastic and generating of the crowd which studies the studies it
would be most correct to state that we learn so much of Jesus.
And to say that for many this would be the first to know of and about him beyond the
merely the name.
Gracious thank you indeed
Finland

Most excellent and total new information.
All the group buddies are enlivened.
Oslo, Norway

I have been meaning to write you for months.
I am so excited about the way you have opened up 1st and 2nd Peter.
I have neglected both of these books because they seemed dull and tedious.
{“Peter the Redneck Poet” series}
I keep wondering if you will ever cave in on pure grace as every other Bible teacher does.
Literally every one.
Thank God you never have. It's so freeing.
Riverside, California

Dude you are like the total bomb.
Man I actually dig this.
Hey, I've always hated the Bible.
Now I get it.

It's awesome!

You're on fire man!
San Diego, California

“Qualities God orchestrates into a Believer anchored
in His unconditional, unfailing love”
Are you kidding me?
This lesson is so awesome I literally cannot stop listening to it.
I'm obsessed with it.
Using the music was truly inspired. And what a perfect selection.
Sorry. I have more to say but I gotta listen to it again
Van Nuys, California

Saved in the desert.
Who would have seen this coming?
USM

My father has been a professor of music at a major university for many years.
He has been an atheist his entire life.
I was listening to your lesson where you incorporated the Mozart Piano Concerto.
I was amazed at how many false ideas I have held were shattered.
{2 Peter series #2}
Dad was listening and became enthralled at your analysis of the music.
I was shocked when he asked me what I was listening to.
He downloaded it and listened to it twice.
Thank God for your consistent, clear, uncluttered Gospel presentation.
In one day he went from an atheist to a theist then to a believer in Jesus!
By the way the musical choice and explanation was almost mesmerizing!
Massachusetts

Connie Tatum responded:

Thank you for writing and sharing the wonderful news about your dad! Is there
anything more exciting than a family member or friend making a decision to put
his trust in Jesus as savior?
Don’t know if you are aware or not, but there is more teaching on music in the
“History of the World” series. In particular, university students and professors
alike have enjoyed #48 – “The Neoclassical and Romantic Eras” – as the power of
Beethoven’s Fifth is presented.
BTW, isn’t it great that your dad will not likely have to unlearn a plethora of false
teaching as you and many of the rest of us have? He’ll hear it right the first time!
May the Lord richly bless your family!

Listener’s reply on next page …

Connie,
Thank you so much for replying!
Dad is devouring these studies and even inviting his colleagues to listen.
You have no idea of the impact these messages are having in the academic community.
Dad listened to the study you suggested.
His response: "Magnificent presentation"
Thanks again.
May God bless you
Massachusetts

Most perceptive presentation on the anomalies of Venus.
The clockwise rotation has always baffled me, as it has many of my colleagues.
While I question your religious approach I have to admit your explanation makes more
sense than any other theory I've heard.
I'm intrigued that you are also aware of the temperature conundrum.
The presentation was most enjoyable.
If other Christian ministries would follow this approach they would have my ear, as you
do mine.
Maryland

Continue to the next page …

I experienced the great fortune of being part of a group generated for the study of the
lessons which have one may say captivated our attentions.
I most certainly represent most here who have had no knowledge or information of
Jesus.
To realize he was a man yes indeed, but in truth he is God.
That is astounding.
And what a delight as I travel so frequently to find similar groups also to listen and
to translate.
Iceland

For more comments about the Bible study lessons, scroll down to the bottom of
the RadicalGrace.com front page. Click the first email envelope icon, followed
by clicking another envelope icon on the next page. The guest book will appear
and you can read all the comments listeners have posted.

